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Abstract: In the context of rapid product iteration, design conflicts arise from discrepancies in
designers’ understanding of user needs, influenced by subjective preferences, behavioural stances,
and other factors. This paper proposes a product conceptual design approach based on the design
conflict perspective. First, user comments and design documents are collected. Natural language
processing (NLP) methods, including cleaning, filtering, lexical segmentation, feature clustering,
and sentiment analysis, are employed to identify design themes. The intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs)
and term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithms are then utilized to obtain
evaluation matrices for the products from both users and designers. Subsequently, design conflicts
between users and designers are calculated, and an optimal configuration for product conceptual
design is determined through regression analysis and planning methods. Finally, the proposed
method is validated using a mobile phone as a product example, and suggestions for product
improvement are presented. The results indicate that considering design conflicts as a factor in
product design and synthesizing designer and user product concepts enhance the accuracy and
reliability of product conceptual design generation. The findings of this study offer new insights into
the conceptual design configuration for product iteration.

Keywords: conceptual design; design conflict; natural language processing; intuitionistic fuzzy set;
term frequency–inverse document frequency

1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet era, customer demands are increasingly inclined
towards personalization and diversification, and product requirements exhibit charac-
teristics of small batches, multiple specifications, and personalization [1]. To meet the
personalized needs of users, the product design pattern of enterprises has shifted from
the traditional closed design to an open design [2]. The conceptual design phase in prod-
uct design aims to transform user requirements into achievable product functionalities
and build the overall framework of the product, playing a crucial role in product devel-
opment, where approximately 70% to 80% of the product lifecycle cost is influenced by
conceptual design [3–5]. Given the intricacies of product design, customers’ anticipated
performance expectations introduce a multifaceted demand preference into the scheme.
Precisely evaluating these schemes constitutes a crucial aspect of the conceptual scheme
(CS) [6,7].

The essence of the conceptual decision-making process is a user-centric, multi-objective
balancing problem [8,9]. Due to the differing perspectives of designers and users, con-
flicts inevitably arise in conceptual design scheme generation. Effectively quantifying and
resolving these conflicts not only aids businesses in enhancing product performance but
also positions them advantageously in the competitive product market. Subsequently,
many scholars have approached conceptual scheme design with designers as the primary
focus, particularly in the realm of large-scale equipment design [10,11]. Several scholars
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have emphasized user-centric requirements analysis to construct design schemes for refer-
ence [12,13]. However, there is relatively limited research that concurrently considers the
perspectives of both designers and users.

Currently, a significant factor in transitioning products from original designs to itera-
tive designs is the inability of designer-created products to match user demands effectively,
leading to many conflicts throughout the product lifecycle. These conflicts encompass not
only objective design conflicts related to physical and technical aspects but also subjective
design conflicts arising from values and design philosophies [14]. In the context of rapidly
iterating products, identifying and reasonably resolving conflicts are crucial problems that
need urgent solutions in the product design process [15].

The theoretical framework and system for product design conflicts are not sufficiently
comprehensive, with relevant research mainly existing in technological innovation the-
ory [16,17], computer-supported collaboration [18,19], and R&D management [20]. For
instance, the theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ) initially proposed problem de-
scription and solution methods for technical conflicts in products [21]. Guilin Jin [22]
established a mathematical model for resource conflicts based on the causes of conflicts
in collaborative design, while Yiwei D [23] presented management strategies for conflicts
between online and offline channels in traditional manufacturing enterprises from the per-
spective of resource allocation. In conflict resolution research in product design, scholars
worldwide have proposed strategies such as optimization, negotiation, and game theory.
José C. Alvarez [24], based on TRIZ theory, analysed and resolved knowledge conflicts in
renewable energy products. Zia Bashir [25] designed a conflict resolution model based on
game theory and rough set theory and analysed specific cases. Xiaoyun F [26] proposed a
constraint-driven conceptual design model based on the FBS model.

Natural language processing (NLP) finds extensive application in product design, aid-
ing in better understanding, processing, and generating natural language text [27]. NLP can
enhance search engine capabilities by improving semantic understanding, enabling more
accurate interpretation of user queries and returning relevant results [28]. Yiru J [29] used
natural language processing to search for design requirements to build a recommendation
system. Julian [30] uses natural language processing for innovation research. Sentiment
analysis employs NLP techniques to identify and analyse emotions and sentiments in
text [31]. It can monitor user sentiment on social media, analyse product reviews, evaluate
customer feedback, etc., helping businesses understand user attitudes and emotional incli-
nations better. Yiming Z [32] used natural language processing tools to conduct sentiment
analysis of Sina Weibo users under the influence of Super Typhoon Lekima.

In computer-aided conceptual design solution generation, scholars are currently fo-
cused on user requirement exploration, aided by patent databases, knowledge repositories,
and other tools. Liting J [33] used the interval value intuitionistic fuzzy set method to
analyse different customer preference distributions and market values. Chengshuo Y [34]
explored user psychological behaviours based on cumulative prospect theory and generated
conceptual design solutions accordingly. Longfan L [35] and Shihyao Y [36] utilized patent
data to assist in generating new product conceptual design solutions. Dhiman G et al. [37]
proposed a multi-objective seagull optimization algorithm that incorporates the concept of
dynamic archiving and is characterized by caching nondominated Pareto optimal solutions.

In summary, the theory of design conflicts has not been sufficiently refined; research in
various related fields has focused primarily on knowledge, information/data, and resource
conflicts. The emphasis is generally on surface conflict resolution methods using functional
and structural product parameters. Scholars mostly approach conceptual design solution
generation from the perspectives of user needs and knowledge repository assistance, giving
less consideration to the design philosophies of the designer from the standpoint of design
conflicts. Therefore, this paper, based on the designer–user perspective, quantifies design
conflicts and generates strategies for product conceptual design solution configurations,
ultimately validating feasibility through practical examples. The overall architecture of the
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method for product conceptual design solution configuration based on the designer–user
design conflict perspective is illustrated in Figure 1.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Acquisition and Data Preprocessing

With the development of Internet technology, the methods for users to express their
needs and product experiences have increased, and social media has become the primary
platform for user information expression. Compared to traditional demand data processing
methods, the key characteristics of online text data preprocessing lie in recognizing valuable
comments and structuring text. The primary sources of online product data include user
forums, user reviews, and product evaluation articles. Due to limitations in the quantity
of user review and evaluation article data, user comment data were collected on similar
products with similar prices and diverse configurations from online forums using Python.
Considering the scarcity of designer-related data, design data are analysed and studied in
this paper through product promotional advertisements and design documents.

Due to the diversity and ambiguity of user comment data, to ensure the accuracy of
the research results, it is necessary to clean the data by eliminating irrelevant information.
To ensure the research value of the collected user comment data, it is necessary to clean out
useless data. The cleaned data includes:

Duplicate comment data: When users repeatedly post identical comments, it can
introduce a “false high” interference in the process of data mining and analysis. Therefore,
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it is necessary to delete duplicate comment data and only retain one of the repeated
comments from each user as the comment text for storage and analysis.

Missing comment data: Due to factors such as time, environment, and network, user-
posted comment texts may have significant missing portions or even appear blank. This
portion of the data has no research value and needs to be selectively removed to reduce the
interference of noisy data.

After the comment data were cleaned, lexical segmentation and part-of-speech deter-
mination were performed using ROSTCM6 software (version 5.8.0.603).

2.2. Product Attribute Extraction and Evaluation
2.2.1. Product Attribute Extraction

After lexical segmentation and part-of-speech determination, the TF-IDF algorithm
was used for the identification and frequency calculation of product attributes. The TF-IDF
method is commonly used to quantify attribute words in documents, particularly in areas
such as keyword extraction and document similarity calculation.

Based on the frequency of product attributes in the noun part of speech of comment
data, similar keywords are merged, and irrelevant keywords are removed. The top 40 key-
words are selected as product attributes Pai, with their frequencies denoted as n(Pai).

For the extracted product attributes Pai, similarity clustering is applied to determine
the optimal number of clusters, denoted as m. Analysing the clustered content helps
identify design themes DPm, and a thematic word library is established.

For instance, after clustering, a certain category of attribute words may include
Pa1 = “shell colour” and Pa2 = “phone shape”. If the determined theme for this cate-
gory is DP1 = “aesthetic perception”, the thematic word library DP1 = {Pa1; Pa2; · · · }
is established.

2.2.2. Construction of Conceptual Design Scheme Form Matrix

To effectively assess product attributes and formulate the final conceptual design, the
first step is to construct a conceptual design matrix for the product.

Each product attribute can be realized through different conceptual design solutions.
By referencing existing products in the market and applying morphological matrix methods,
all possible conceptual solutions can be explored, as shown in Table 1. In the morphological
matrix, various solutions for each subfunction can be listed horizontally. Then, by selecting
suitable main solutions from each subfunction, effective conceptual design solutions can be
generated through combination.

Table 1. Morphological matrix for product conceptual design.

Product
Attribute

Principle Solutions

1 2 . . . k

Pa1 PS11 PS12 . . . PS1k
Pa2 PS21 PS22 . . . PS2k
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pan PSn1 PSn2 . . . PSnk

2.2.3. User Perspective Product Attribute Evaluation

In the product evaluation process, users make subjective judgements based on their ex-
periences, perspectives, skills, and backgrounds, leading to ineffective data and inaccurate
assessment information that cannot be precisely expressed in numerical terms. To reliably
obtain evaluation data for different solutions and to quantify the vague judgements of each
user and designer using rough numbers, this study employs intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs)
to support three states—support, oppose, and neutral—in evaluating conceptual design
solutions. The intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) can objectively describe customer attitudes as
natural attributes in the decision-making process.
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When the product attribute X is a fixed set,

IFS = {x, [µA(x), vA(x)]|x ∈ X} (1)

This function was initially proposed by Professor Atanassov [38], where µA(x) ∈ [0, 1],
vA(x) ∈ [0, 1], and 0 ≤ µA(x) + vA(x) ≤ 1. Here, µA(x) represents the user’s satisfaction
with the product attribute, vA(x) represents the user’s dissatisfaction with the product
attribute, and πA(x) represents the user’s hesitancy about the judgement. The formula is
characterized by the following expression:

πA = 1 − µA − vA (2)

Since the comments used in this paper are structured data and the amount of data
is small, this paper uses a rule-based method for sentiment analysis. Compared with the
machine learning model of sentiment analysis, the accuracy is higher, and the calculation
is simpler.

First, it locates the words related to product attributes in the sentences and identifies
the presence of sentiment, degree, and negation words in the sentences. The quantification
is detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Quantitative representation of word sentiment polarity.

Word Category Example Polarity Value

Sentiment
Satisfied, Good, OK, Comfortable, Like. . . 1
Dislike, Disappointed, Antipathy, Disgust. . . −1

Degree Too, Very, Extremely, Most, Unexpectedly 1
Somewhat, Comparatively, Relatively, Slightly,
Some, A Bit 0.5

Negation Not, Unable to, Non −1

The total sentiment for product attributes in user comments can be calculated as follows:

sentiment total value = degree word polarity value ×
sentiment word polarity value × negation word polarity value

(3)

For example, the sentiment value of “I am very satisfied with the appearance of my
phone” is 1 × 1 = 1. The sentiment value for “I’m a little disappointed with plastic phone
cases” is 0.5 × (−1) = −0.5.

The calculated total sentiment has a range of {−1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1}. To better represent
the uncertainty of users’ feelings towards product attributes, following the transformation
method proposed by scholar Liting J [33], the user sentiment V is represented using IFSs.

Results of the transformation are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Transformation between total emotional value and intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs).

User Sentiment V Example Polarity Value

Extremely Low −1 [0.05, 0.95]
Low −0.5 [0.25, 0.70]

Neutral 0 [0.40, 0.50]
High 0.5 [0.70, 0.25]

Extremely High 1 [0.95, 0.05]

Therefore, the overall user assessment value V(Pai) for product attributes Pai is
calculated by the following equation:

V(Pai) =
1
K

K

∑
k=1

Vk (4)
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where Vk represents the user total sentiment of user k for design attribute Pai, and K is the
number of comments for design attribute Pai.

The construction of the product conceptual design scheme assessment matrix is shown
in Table 4.

Table 4. User perspective product attribute evaluation matrix.

Design
Scheme

Product
Attribute

Conceptual
Design Scheme 1

Conceptual
Design Scheme 2 . . .

Conceptual
Design

Scheme j

DP1
Pa1 [µ11, ν11] [µij, νij] . . . [µij, νij]
Pa2 [µ21, ν21] [µij, νij] . . . [µij, νij]

DP2

Pa3 [µ31, ν31] [µij, νij] . . . [µij, νij]
Pa4 [µ41, ν41] [µij, νij] . . . [µij, νij]
Pa5 [µ51, ν51] [µij, νij] . . . [µij, νij]

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DPm
Pai−1 [µ(i−1)1, ν(i−1)1] [µ(i−1)2, ν(i−1)2] . . . [µij, νij]

Pai [µij, νij] [µij, νij] . . . [µij, νij]

After obtaining the user assessment matrix for product attributes, based on the rela-
tionship between product attributes and design themes, assuming that design theme Pai
includes m product attributes, the formula for calculating the user assessment matrix for
design themes is as follows:

V(DPi) =

∑
i=1

ni·V(Pai)

m
∑

i=1
ni

(5)

After obtaining the overall user assessment matrix for product attributes, it is presented
in Table 5.

Table 5. User perspective design topic evaluation matrix.

Design Scheme Conceptual
Design Scheme 1

Conceptual
Design Scheme 2 . . . Conceptual

Design Scheme j

DP1 [µA
11, νA

11] [µA
12, νA

12] . . . [µA
1j, νA

1j ]

DP2 [µA
21, νA

21] [µA
22, νA

22] . . . [µA
2j, νA

2j ]

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DPm [µA

m1, νA
m1] [µA

m2, νA
m2] . . . [µA

mj, νA
mj]

2.2.4. Designer Perspective Product Attribute Evaluation

To further analyse the opinions and attitudes of designers towards product attributes,
this study collected data such as analytical data from designers on official product websites,
including product promotional materials and documentation. Typically, these data describe
the advantages and features of the product. Therefore, the sentiment associated with the
collected product attributes from designers tends to be consistently positive.

Hence, based on the TF-IDF algorithm, this paper calculates sentiment scores that
represent designers’ evaluations of the emotional tone associated with product attributes:

TF( f , F) =
|n(Pai)|

∑|n(Pa)| (6)

IDF( f , S) = log
|S|

|{j : Pai ∈ si}|
(7)

VB = TF( f , F)× IDF( f , S) (8)
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where |n(Pai)| is the frequency of occurrence of the attribute word Pai in the document,
∑|n(Pa)| is the sum of the number of all attribute words in the document, S is the number of
product description documents, and |{j : Pai ∈ si}| is the number of documents containing
the attribute word.

The normalization of VB is performed to serve as the satisfaction assessment value
of designers for the product attributes. Subsequently, based on the relationship between
product attributes and design themes, the satisfaction assessment value of designers for
design themes can be calculated. As designers are generally more familiar with products,
and dissatisfaction is typically low, this paper, following the research of relevant scholars,
considers πB = 0.05 as the dissatisfaction measure for product evaluation. The hesitation
degree νB = 1 − µB − πB is then calculated to construct the intuitionistic fuzzy set form of
the designer assessment matrix, as illustrated in Table 6.

Table 6. Design theme evaluation matrix from designer perspective.

Design Scheme Conceptual
Design Scheme 1

Conceptual
Design Scheme 2 . . . Conceptual

Design Scheme j

DP1 [µB
11, νB

11] [µB
12, νB

12] . . . [µB
1j, νB

1j]

DP2 [µB
21, νB

21] [µB
22, νB

22] . . . [µB
2j, νB

2j]

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DPm [µB

m1, νB
m1] [µB

m2, νB
m2] . . . [µB

mj, νB
mj]

2.3. Conflict Calculation

Based on the designer’s design theme assessment matrix and the user’s assessment
matrix of design themes, a dissimilarity function was constructed to calculate the conflict
between them.

dmj(A, B) =

√√√√√√1
3

m

∑
y=1


(

µA
ij − µB

ij

)2
+

(
vA

ij − vB
ij

)2

+
(

πA
ij − πB

ij

)2

 (9)

The calculation results are shown in Table 7. Thus, the conflict matrix provides insights
into the degree of conflict between users and designers for each design theme in the design
proposal. A higher conflict value indicates a larger gap between the designer’s design
concept and the user’s perception of that design theme. Conversely, a lower conflict value
implies a smaller gap between the designer’s design concept and the user’s perception.

Table 7. User and designer conflict matrix.

Design Scheme Conceptual
Design Scheme 1

Conceptual
Design Scheme 2 . . . Conceptual

Design Scheme j

DP1 d11(A, B) d12(A, B) . . . d1j(A, B)
DP2 d21(A, B) d22(A, B) . . . d2j(A, B)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DPm dm1(A, B) dm2(A, B) . . . dmj(A, B)

2.4. Optimal Solution Configuration

Product pricing information Pri and sales volume Sai were collected for products with
the same sales cycle, where i represents the conceptual design scheme of the product.
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Linear regression was performed separately for both product pricing and sales volume
using the conflict values calculated in Section 2.3 for each design theme of the product
scheme. The calculation formula is represented by the following equation:

7

∑
j=1

ηj·d(DPj, DPj
′) + C0 = Sai (10)

7

∑
j=1

γj·d(DPj, DPj
′) + C1 = Pri (11)

where ηj and γj represent the pricing weight and sales volume weight for each product
design scheme in the design theme, and C0 and C1 are constants.

Subsequently, the optimal prices (Prmin and Prmax) for the improved products were
determined. The calculation involves identifying the product configuration scheme that
maximizes the expected sales volume among a limited set of product configurations.

Prmin <
7

∑
j=1

γj·d(DPx, DPx
′) + C1 < Prmax (12)

max(Sai) =
7

∑
j=1

ηj·d(DPx, DPx
′) + C0 (13)

The obtained optimal configuration scheme represents the combination of optimal
design solutions for each product within each design theme.

3. Case Validation

Currently, mobile phone design is undergoing a trend towards shifting from a singular
operational approach to a more stylish and user-centric direction. User satisfaction with
mobile phones has become a pivotal factor driving innovation in product design. However,
the discrepancy between the designer’s understanding of user needs and the real needs of
users can sometimes lead to an excessive understanding of user needs, which leads to devi-
ation of the final product design from market reality. Therefore, this study takes conceptual
design schemes for mobile phones as decision-making objects, aiming to maximize market
demand objectives and seek optimal conceptual solutions, thereby providing high-quality
input for subsequent designs.

This section selects mobile phones as a case study to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. With the development of the economy and technology, a plethora of
different mobile phone models have emerged on the market, accelerating the competition
and iteration of mobile phone designs among different manufacturers. The evolution of
new media technologies has diversified the methods in which users express their needs,
making the Internet the primary platform for consumers to articulate their product usage
experiences and perceptions. Constantly emerging user comment data on mobile phones on
forums have become a valuable source for extracting continuously evolving user demands,
providing an effective avenue for improving mobile phone designs. Mobile phone designs
typically involve modelling components and functionalities that significantly enhance user
experiences. Throughout the entire lifecycle of a mobile phone, these components not only
garner attention from manufacturers but also receive substantial consideration from users.

3.1. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

The Chinese mobile phone industry has experienced rapid development in recent
decades [39]. With the rapid growth of the Chinese economy and the drive for technological
innovation, Chinese mobile phone manufacturers have emerged as major players in the
global market.
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Among them, Chinese mobile phone brands such as Huawei, Xiaomi, OPPO, and Vivo
have achieved significant success in both domestic and international markets. These brands
have attracted a large number of consumers with their high cost-effectiveness, innovative
designs, and advanced technology.

According to the price comparison on JD.com [40], 43% of users choose prices ranging
from 2136 to 3573 RMB. Products in this price range are mostly mid- to low-end mobile
phones, possessing advantages in certain features to meet diverse user needs. Therefore,
considering factors such as brand, sales, reviews, and prices, this study selects smartphones
in the price range of 2500–3500 RMB, which are commonly chosen by young people, as
the target for case analysis. Seven mobile phone products were chosen as the design
schemes for case analysis: CS1: OnePlus Ace2 Pro; CS2: Honor 90 Pro; CS3: OPPO Reno10;
CS4: Vivo iQOO Neo8; CS5: Realme GT5; CS6: Huawei Nova 11; and CS7: Redmi K60
Supreme Edition.

These seven models were released between September 2022 and April 2023. Regarding
the selection of user comments, we initially filtered comments based on their length,
selecting those with more than 30 words as our user sample. Additionally, comments on
JD.com [40] followed a standardized format for describing five aspects of the product. Thus,
after removing duplicate and missing comments, we chose the first 1000 comments posted
after the release of each smartphone model as our sample.

As for the design documents from designers, we obtained them from the official web-
sites of the smartphone brands. Additionally, designer data included official promotional
materials for the products. This approach aimed to ensure the reliability of the data.

The data used in this study have been anonymized to remove user IDs, geographical
locations, and other personal information. All methods were performed in accordance with
the Chinese Data Security Management Measures and the crawling protocol of the JD web-
site. All experimental protocols have been approved by JD Company, Beijing, China, and
the experimental data were used with the informed consent of all experimental personnel.

ROSTCOM6 was employed for segmentation, and key terms were extracted, followed
by the generation of a word cloud for visualization. The word cloud is generated as shown
in Figure 2.
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Table 8. Design theme and inclusion design attributes.

No. Design Theme Included Design Attributes

DP1 Aesthetic Experience Weight; Appearance; Colour; Feel; Material; Screen, etc.
DP2 Imaging Experience Photo Quality; Shooting Modes, etc.

DP3
Operational
Performance

Processor; RAM; Storage Capacity (ROM); Heat
Dissipation Performance, etc.

DP4 Phone Endurance Battery Life; Charging Speed; Battery Capacity; Wireless
Charging, etc.

DP5 Additional Features Product Features (V1 Chip; Software System; Kunlun
Glass, etc.); Sound Adjustment, etc.

DP6 Connected Experience Social Recognition; Identity Symbol, etc.

The connected experience refers to the user’s self-expression and self-value demon-
strated through the use of the product. It can serve as a symbol of identity, establishing
unique social recognition for consumers.

3.2. User-Centric Design Concept Evaluation

Due to individual differences in shopping experiences, backgrounds, cultural contexts,
personality traits, and other factors, users form unique emotional inclinations, leading to
significant variations in their perceptions of product design concepts. This diversity extends
beyond individual differences, encompassing the impact of shopping environments, societal
factors, and psychological and physiological factors on individual shopping experiences.

By extracting emotional and qualitative terms from design attribute keywords and the

calculation of users’ emotional inclinations [µDPi
′

ij , vDPi
′

ij ] represented by IFSs, an evaluation
matrix for users’ perceptions of design themes is then computed.

Taking CS2 (Honor 90 Pro) and CS7 (Redmi K60 Ultra) as examples, as shown in
Figure 3, the Honor 90 Pro is relatively balanced, with lower user evaluations in terms
of aesthetic experience and phone endurance. In contrast, the Redmi K60 Ultra excels
in performance, receiving consistent praise from users. However, outstanding perfor-
mance comes at the expense of decreased phone endurance, leading to a decrease in user
satisfaction with phone endurance. The calculation results are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. User evaluation matrix.

Design Theme CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 CS6 CS7

DP1 [0.67, 0.28] [0.57, 0.36] [0.78, 0.18] [0.63, 0.31] [0.80, 0.16] [0.78, 0.18] [0.59, 0.35]
DP2 [0.45, 0.47] [0.74, 0.21] [0.83, 0.14] [0.50, 0.41] [0.49, 0.43] [0.75, 0.20] [0.51, 0.40]
DP3 [0.82, 0.15] [0.71, 0.24] [0.58, 0.34] [0.80, 0.16] [0.83, 0.15] [0.51, 0.42] [0.85, 0.13]
DP4 [0.50, 0.42] [0.67, 0.26] [0.41, 0.50] [0.71, 0.23] [0.79, 0.17] [0.52, 0.41] [0.37, 0.55]
DP5 [0.59, 0.34] [0.54, 0.36] [0.68, 0.26] [0.68, 0.26] [0.59, 0.35] [0.82, 0.15] [0.48, 0.43]
DP6 [0.64, 0.29] [0.71, 0.24] [0.67, 0.27] [0.56, 0.36] [0.61, 0.35] [0.78, 0.18] [0.52, 0.39]

3.3. Designer-Centric Product Design Concept Evaluation

When it comes to the unique design concepts of different designers, various design
schemes are indeed likely to emerge. Each designer possesses their own aesthetic prefer-
ences, values, and creative perspectives, which are reflected in their designs.

In product introductions and design documents, designers often emphasize the
strengths and features of the product to attract potential consumers and investors. This
emphasis can make it challenging to provide a comprehensive and objective evaluation of
design concepts.

Based on the TF-IDF algorithm, the evaluation values of the designer’s sentiment
towards product attributes were calculated. The designer evaluation matrix for design
concepts was constructed as shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Designer evaluation matrix.

Design Theme CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 CS6 CS7

DP1 [0.74, 0.21] [0.72, 0.23] [0.80, 0.15] [0.48, 0.47] [0.74, 0.21] [0.82, 0.13] [0.68, 0.22]
DP2 [0.51, 0.44] [0.95, 0.05] [0.67, 0.28] [0.66, 0.29] [0.51, 0.44] [0.95, 0.05] [0.40, 0.55]
DP3 [0.95, 0.05] [0.88, 0.07] [0.95, 0.05] [0.95, 0.05] [0.95, 0.05] [0.40, 0.55] [0.95, 0.05]
DP4 [0.55, 0.40] [0.64, 0.31] [0.47, 0.48] [0.71, 0.23] [0.81, 0.14] [0.69, 0.26] [0.54, 0.41]
DP5 [0.40, 0.55] [0.40, 0.55] [0.71, 0.24] [0.46, 0.49] [0.78, 0.17] [0.83, 0.12] [0.48, 0.47]
DP6 [0.72, 0.23] [0.56, 0.39] [0.40, 0.55] [0.40, 0.55] [0.40, 0.55] [0.78, 0.17] [0.52, 0.43]

3.4. Calculation of Conflict Degree

Based on the evaluation matrices of design concepts by designers and the perception
matrices of design concepts by users, the dissimilarity function was constructed using
Formula (6) to calculate the degree of conflict between the two. The results are shown in
Table 11.

Table 11. The designer–user design conflict matrix.

Design Conflicts CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 CS6 CS7

d(DP1, DP1
′) 0.1004 0.1980 0.0442 0.2201 0.0812 0.0198 0.1181

d(DP2, DP2
′) 0.0607 0.2653 0.1535 0.2027 0.0215 0.2502 0.1876

d(DP3, DP3′) 0.1689 0.2411 0.1051 0.1820 0.1599 0.1645 0.0805
d(DP4, DP4

′) 0.0551 0.0575 0.0782 0.1779 0.0361 0.2274 0.2207
d(DP5, DP5

′) 0.2874 0.2362 0.1797 0.3168 0.2632 0.0381 0.1718
d(DP6, DP6

′) 0.3165 0.2108 0.3854 0.2510 0.2845 0.0213 0.2348

3.5. Decision Making Based on Conflict Degree
3.5.1. Analysis of the Conflict Degree and Product Sales

The conflict degree between users and designers regarding product attributes can
have a profound impact on product sales. Designers strive for innovation and aesthetics,
dedicating themselves to adding novel features and unique design elements to products.
However, these innovations may conflict with users’ needs and expectations, as users often
prioritize practicality and functionality.
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When designers excessively pursue innovation, and product attributes deviate from
users’ actual needs, it may lead to a decline in sales. Users are generally more willing to
purchase products that meet their needs, rather than those with unique appearances alone.
Therefore, conflicts in product attributes between designers and users may negatively
impact sales.

However, some successful products manage to strike a balance by combining attractive
design features with functionality, meeting a wide range of user needs. Such products
often achieve good sales performance in the market. Hence, product sales in relation to the
conflict degree of product attributes depend on successfully integrating design innovation
and user needs, directly influencing the product’s market performance.

This section explores the impact of user–designer conflicts on product sales based
on the degree of conflict of the product attributes to determine the importance of these
conflicts. First, sales data for the abovementioned seven design schemes were collected.
As smartphones are primarily sold online, data were integrated from major official stores
on platforms such as JD.com, Tmall, Taobao, and various brand-specific mobile phone
shops. Sales are denoted as Sai (i = 1, 2, . . ., 7), with the Redmi K60 Supreme Edition having
the highest sales at approximately 760,000 units [40], followed by the OPPO Reno10 at
approximately 670,000 units [40]. The OnePlus Ace2 Pro and Huawei Nova 11 have lower
sales, approximately 450,000 units and 430,000 units [40], respectively. A regression model
was then constructed with the degree of conflict as the independent variable.

The coefficient ηj is the weight of the design attribute conflict degree DPj. The results
are as Table 12:

Table 12. The relationship between conflict degree and sales.

Weight Coefficient

C0 166.87
η1 −68.06
η2 −122.82
η3 −35.454
η4 −249.79
η5 −192.35
η6 −111.55

3.5.2. Analysis of the Conflict Degree and Product Pricing

Consumers typically expect products to possess superior qualities, rich features, and a
convenient user experience. However, they also desire relatively lower prices to ensure
good value for their money. This user expectation can potentially clash with the desires
of designers who may seek to incorporate more advanced features and innovations into
products, which often increases production costs and subsequently raises prices.

Therefore, in the process of product development, designers must find a balance
to meet user expectations while ensuring the product remains reasonably priced. This
requires a comprehensive consideration of factors such as costs, market competition, target
audiences, and brand positioning. In some cases, products may adopt a differentiation
strategy by offering various versions to meet the diverse needs of different user groups,
thereby resolving conflicts.

This section delves into the impact of user–designer conflicts regarding product at-
tribute conflict degrees on pricing, aiming to determine the pricing weight of this design
attribute conflict. Initial data collection includes the prices of the seven design schemes
mentioned in this paper, with JD.com’s self-operated prices used as a reference (denoted
as Pri for i = 1, 2, . . ., 6), all falling within the [2500, 3500] RMB price range. Utilizing con-
flict degree d(DPj, DPj

′) as the independent variable, a regression model was constructed
according to Formula (11). The calculation results are shown in Table 13.

JD.com
JD.com
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Table 13. The relationship between conflict degree and pricing.

Weight Coefficient

C1 166.87
γ1 −68.06
γ2 −122.82
γ3 −35.454
γ4 −249.79
γ5 −192.35
γ6 −111.55

3.5.3. Calculating the Optimal Design Solution

Using the design themes DPi covered by the seven design schemes as references for
product selection, and considering the product price range [2500, 3500] as a constraint, the
optimal product configuration scheme was calculated that maximizes the expected sales
under limited product types based on Formulas (9) and (10).

The optimal configuration scheme is shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Optimal conceptual design scheme.

Design Theme Optimal Conceptual Design Scheme (CSnew)

DP1 CS3
DP2 CS3
DP3 CS6
DP4 CS4
DP5 CS2
DP6 CS5

3.5.4. Analysis of Design Improvement Directions

To understand the specific directions for improving the product, this study conducted
a comparative analysis based on the optimal solution. Using CS7 (Redmi K60 Ultra) as an
example, we aimed to identify areas for enhancement.

As shown in Figure 4, in DP1, DP2, DP4, and DP6, the conflict degree of CS7 is higher
than the product’s optimal configuration CSnew. This indicates that in these four design
themes, the design approach adopted by CS7 will result in more conflicts, leading to a
decrease in sales. Therefore, significant improvements are needed in these four aspects.
The larger the difference, the higher the priority for improvement. Thus, the priority for
improvement in product themes is DP1 > DP2 > DP4 > DP6.
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Based on the raw data captured in Section 3.1, negative comments related to four
CS7 design themes were selected for manual labelling. The comments were analysed to
extract elements such as “product features” and “product issues”, and their frequency and
percentage were calculated. For brevity, the analysis results are presented for DP1 (aesthetic
experience) as an example in Table 15; similar analyses were conducted for DP2, DP4, and
DP6 but are not listed here.

Table 15. CS7 visual experience negative review information statistics table.

Product Feature Product Issue Frequency Percentage/%

Outer Shell
Plastic material, feels cheap 64 47.41

Monotonous colour, low distinguishability 47 34.81
Smooth outer shell, poor grip experience 31 22.96

Screen
Easily attracts fingerprints, dust 34 25.19

Colour deviation, insufficient colour saturation 2 1.48
Camera Module Camera module protrudes, affecting aesthetics 39 28.89
Middle Frame Plastic middle frame, prone to scratches 16 11.85

After identifying the issues mentioned above, specific improvement strategies can be
proposed through consultations with experts, such as:

(1) Consider using higher-quality, tactile plastics or exploring the use of premium materi-
als such as metal or glass. Special surface treatments can be applied to enhance the
touch and texture, reducing the perception of low cost. A wider range of colours can
be chosen to increase product appeal. Moreover, gradient colours, frosted textures, or
other unique designs can be explored to enhance visual distinctiveness. The curva-
ture and design of the shell should be adjusted to improve ergonomic comfort. The
addition of anti-slip features should be considered to enhance grip stability.

(2) Implementing anti-fingerprint coatings to reduce fingerprint and dust adhesion. The
screen colour accuracy and saturation should be increased to ensure clearer and more
vivid display effects.

(3) A smoother camera module seamlessly integrated with the shell design is used
to reduce protrusion. Consider adopting a concealed design or unique shape to
maintain aesthetics.

(4) Consider using more robust materials, such as metals, to improve durability. Edge
protection designs have been introduced to reduce the risk of collision damage to the
mid-frame.

4. Conclusions

For practitioners in product design, our study offers valuable insights into the im-
portance of considering both user needs and designer design concepts when determining
design conflicts in the product design process. By understanding and addressing these
conflicts, practitioners can develop more holistic and user-centred design solutions. Addi-
tionally, the incorporation of natural language processing and machine learning techniques
to assist in product conceptualization can significantly enhance work efficiency and the
reliability of design solutions. Practitioners can benefit from adopting these computa-
tional approaches to streamline their design processes and improve the overall quality of
their products.

For researchers in the field of product design, our study contributes to the growing
body of knowledge on the integration of user needs and designer design concepts in
the design process. The exploration of design conflicts and their resolution mechanisms
provides researchers with valuable insights into the dynamics of the design process and
the factors that influence design outcomes. Moreover, the application of computational
techniques such as natural language processing and machine learning opens up new
avenues for research in product design methodology and computational design approaches.
Researchers can build upon our findings to further investigate the effectiveness of these
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computational tools in supporting the design process and explore novel methods for
enhancing design creativity and innovation.

This paper has some limitations. Firstly, it focuses on highly modular products heavily
influenced by designer design concepts, which are common industrial goods, applicable not
only to smartphones but also to computers, televisions, and even automobiles. However,
for specialized equipment with complex designs, this study still has certain limitations.
Secondly, the target group selected during data collection was young people, overlooking
the effects of advertising, celebrity endorsements, etc., leading to potential biases in the
product data and possibly not being applicable to products for users of all ages. Lastly, the
natural language processing methods employed in this study are suitable for small-scale
structured data but are less efficient when applied to large databases.

Our next work is to continue this research, focusing on building a model of design
conflict and user preferences. Considering the multiple reasons behind design conflict
between designers and users, such as values, knowledge structure, motivation, etc., the
model to be constructed is indeed a complex model, as it will be used to balance different
design elements and user preferences through design conflicts.
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